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Chapter 1 

Introduction to Statistics 

 

1. Introduction 

 Statistics - the study of data 

 It includes all aspects related to data, such as collection, tabulation, analysis 

etc. 

 The subject of statistics is the collected set of methods related to: 

 obtaining data  

 organising data  

 summarising data  

 presenting data  

 analysing data  

 interpreting data  

 drawing conclusions from data 

 Statistics is concerned with attempting to draw meaning or information from 

data. The 'subject of statistics' and statistics from data are different 

 Every field that collects data makes uses of statistics 

 Statistics is used to extract the necessary information from the data, in order 

to describe the status quo, infer to the population or predict future 

outcomes 

2. Population and Samples 

 Population - the complete set of objects (possessing one or more characteristic) 

being considered in a study 

 Population size - the total number of items in the population, denoted by N 

 Population parameter - a summarising measure of a specific aspect of an entire 

population 
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 Sample - a proportion or subset of a population under study, intended to be 

representative of the whole population 

 Sample size - the number of items used in the sample, denoted by n  

 Sample statistic - a summarising measure of a specific aspect of the sample 

 Sampling unit - the basic unit drawn from a population and from which a 

measurement is made 

 It can be an individual item from the population or a group of items that 

naturally group together and produces a single measurement 

 These units subdivide the whole population in such a way that the units do 

not overlap 

 Sampling frame - this is the list of all sampling units in the population from which a 

sample is drawn 

 Sampling frame bias - practical realities can sometimes cause certain sections 

of a population to be under-represented 

 Measurement instrument - any device capable of obtaining measurement values 

from a sampling unit 

 Census - studies that collect data from the entire population 

 Problems with obtaining a census: 

 Being unable to access every item in a population 

 Prohibitive costs associated with recording values for each item in the 

population 

3. Inferential Statistics 

 A sample can be representative of a population but is unable to contain all the 

information contained within the entire population 

 Statistical inference - generalising results from a sample to the population from 

which it was drawn 

 The uncertainty of the population result inferred from sample data is 

expressed using probability theory.  

 Can only be used if the sample is appropriately drawn and is representative 

of the population  
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 Goal is to say something meaningful about a population based on a sample 

 Probability theory - branch of mathematics that deals with uncertainty and 

probability 

 

 

 

 

 Note that whenever you apply statistical inference, the population you are going to 

sample should coincide with the population you want information about 

 Target population - the population that you are interested in studying 

 Actual sampled population - the population from which items were obtained 

 Statistical Inference should always refer to the actual population from which 

the sample was obtained 

 Ideally, the target population and the population sampled are the same, but 

this is not always the case 

 Sometimes for reasons of practicality, the actual sampled population can be more 

restricted than the target population 

 E.g. if your target population is men in the Western Cape but you only 

obtained information from men in Cape Town, then it could be argued that 

the actual sampled population is men in Cape Town rather than those living 

in the Western Cape 

4. Types of Sample Error 

 Basing decisions on a sample instead of a population will cause errors to arise since 

the sample does not contain perfect information about the population 

 Sampling error - is the calculated statistical imprecision due to surveying a random 

sample instead of the entire population 

 Inherent in all samples 

Sample information Population information Statistical inference 

Probability theory 


